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Chapter 1821: Second Identity as a medium (part one) 

 

The medium and the controlled individual shouldn’t be too far away… 

This was the information they had inside, and the information shouldn’t be wrong. In other words… 

Foyego and the others looked at that group of people as if they were examining them. They all knew 

that the medium that controlled Wang Goudan was among them! 

“Captain, should we kill them all?”Lingji was the first to suggest through voice transmission! 

Foyego stared at the entire team. Yao Feng and the others were also on guard. Under the black blood 

device, everyone’s eyes were as black as the night. Their meridians floated on the surface of their skin, 

showing a shocking black color, it was as if they had been poisoned! 

 

However, Foyego knew that under the meridians was an extremely complicated biological energy. With 

their team’s defensive array, it gave them a lot of pressure. To be honest, the fact that the opponent 

could withstand the black dragon for so long… Proved that their combat strength was not weak. If they 

did not activate the device, it was likely that they would not be able to take it down… .. 

Furthermore, he had also understood the black blood device. It was also a device blessed by biology. 

The black blood device was not as fast as the energy on his side, but it could provide an endless stream 

of vitality as long as the energy was sufficient.., it was said that it could also achieve the effect of cell 

regeneration. This was also the reason why the other party was able to withstand the black dragon for 

so long. 

To be honest, regardless of the strength, the device on the other side was actually more of a counter to 

their team type… … 

(‘I’m Foyego. It’s an honor to meet all of you… “Foyego went forward and saluted gently. 

On the other side, the members on guard looked at each other. Demon Blade went forward and saluted 

back, but he did not leave the position of the matrix. 

“Thank you for your help… ” 

“It’s not really a help..”Foyego said with a smile, “After all, we have to think of a way to escape. Helping 

You is helping us…” 

“You bunch of undead speak the same words… “the one who spoke was Darden from Gale Academy. His 

tone was filled with mockery. He did not have a good impression of these people. After all, he had a 

team member who had died at the hands of the other party… 

narrowed his eyes slightly when he saw this. Then, he instantly looked at the little wind demon that had 

been tightly protected behind the other party! 



That Wind Demon was clearly unconscious, but her body was covered in a layer of black light. Clearly, 

someone had used a black crystal to protect her! 

Seeing this, Foyego’s heart stirred. Then, he directly looked at the members of the six kings team and 

said, “Is that the person who killed your captain, Ice 

These words caused the expressions of the members of the Six Kings team to change. For a moment, no 

one came out to answer! 

Seeing this, Foyego smiled slightly. “It looks like you guys are planning to use that guy to replace your 

captain, right?” 

“Captain Foyego, please be merciful… “on the side of the six kings team.., finally, Ye Feng walked out to 

answer. “You have also seen the difficulties of our six kings team. This time, there are quite a number of 

creatures of such strength. Captain Foyego, don’t try to snatch this one from us, right?” “That’s true… 

“foyego smiled slightly and nodded. He then looked at Tyrifson once again. … 

The members of the team of five kings all sneered inwardly. The captain seemed to have agreed to it, 

but in reality, he did not promise anything. When the time came, he would still make a move. 

However, that was also true. If he could kill ice eye alone, then even if the strength of the wind demon 

was not as strong as that black dragon, it would probably not be much weaker… 

How can the five kings have too many of them? 

As for your troubles with the Sixers? What Do We Care? 

“Gentlemen… <per_0> . Foergo took a step forward and smiled at the people of Tyrifson. “Perhaps my 

companions have told you about the situation. You’ve seen the strength of that fellow just now. Even if 

we join in, we might be able to repel her once, but we might not be able to repel her a second time. We 

must find the medium that controls her before that fellow recovers!” 

“How are we going to find out?”Within tirefarson, the second-in-command, ravenous wolf, looked at 

the other party warily. “Your companions have also said that you don’t know the identity of the so-

called psychic!” 

“Then we can only rely on guessing…”. Foyego smiled and said, “So, I hope that everyone can cooperate 

and report your background, occupation, and any details after entering this hemlock forest so that we 

can analyze them in detail. After all…” … .. time is of the essence, everyone .. 

“Guess?”Ravenous Wolf sneered. “What if you guess wrong?” 

“Then there’s nothing we can do… … …”foyego said coldly, “You all have seen the current situation. 

Either we die together, or we find a spirit medium and try our best to survive. I can make a contract with 

all of you. After we get out of this shady business, we absolutely won’t attack you for a day. How about 

it?” 

Tyrifson and the others were stunned when they heard this. This condition sounded ridiculous. If they 

didn’t attack them for a day, did it mean that they would still attack them after a day? 



However, this made them a little more believable. If the other party completely let them go after 

revealing the shady business, they might not believe it… … 

“Two days! “Yao Feng tried his best to stall for time. 

“No… “Foyego directly shook his head and said, “Our mission in this city is limited to three days. After 

three days, we must evacuate. It’s impossible to give you two days…” 

After hearing this, the group of people stared at Foyego’s eyes, wanting to see if he was lying… … 

If what he said was true, as long as they could hold on for one more day after leaving, they would be 

saved? 

“It’s still the same problem… What If we guess wrong?”Greed sneered, “We can’t just let you kill 

whoever you suspect, right? If you suspect one by one, are we going to let you kill us one by one?” 

(‘We don’t have the time…”lingji sneered. 

Foergo waved his hand to stop Lingji’s mockery and said in a low voice, “How about this? If you suspect 

someone, I’ll raise some doubts and allow that person to testify himself. You can vote whether or not to 

take action. What do you think?” 

“ThiS… 

Everyone looked at each other and could not make up their minds for a moment… . 

“As a show of sincerity… I will give you something… “foyego clapped his hands. 

Next to him, spirit took out a large number of pure-colored crystals from her space bag and threw them 

over! 

On the other side, the arcanist in the team, Green Lolo, carefully caught the crystal with her spiritual 

power and slowly took it over, lu Luo carefully felt the crystal and quickly said, “Captain, it’s a pure 

energy crystal. It’s very pure and of very good quality! ” 

Hearing that, everyone’s face relaxed a little. It seemed that the other party was still sincere. 

Their black blood device could provide a continuous supply of cell vitality and vitality, which was very 

little burden on the body. However, the disadvantage was that the energy consumption was huge. The 

other party had taken out so many energy crystals… At the very least, it could ensure that they could 

maintain the black-blood device for the next period of time. It could be considered as sincerity… . 

Just as they relaxed their nervous expressions slightly, they saw the female undead opposite them cast a 

space spell and directly pulled out a person from inside! 

Upon seeing that person, everyone’s pupils constricted! 

When Wang Xiaojia was controlled and attacked them just now, they all thought that Yao Xing, who was 

with Wang Xiaojia, was probably doomed. They didn’t expect him to be still alive…. 

Chapter 1822: Second Identity as a medium (middle) 

 



Yao Xing felt a little awkward in the face of everyone’s surprised and doubtful gazes… 

It was actually an accident that he was caught… 

He had originally followed that female elf called Feng Doudou in to look for Wang Goudan, but at that 

time, Feng Doudou had sensed that there might be a fight over there, so she had asked him to wait for a 

while, so she went over to investigate first… … 

That was what she had done to Reyna and the captain of the Bronze Academy. She had asked them to 

wait in the distance… … 

But… … Just Wait and you’ll find out… … Feng Doudou, that guy… … He had forgotten about them! 

 

Yao Xing had waited on the spot for nearly an hour. When he carefully walked over, there was nothing 

left but a mess after the battle. Before he could react, he had been captured alive by Foyego and the 

others… … 

“Feng… “Yao Xing smiled embarrassedly. 

“What a disgrace! Hurry up and come here! “Yao Feng glared at him, but a trace of excitement flashed in 

his eyes. 

Obviously, he was very excited about his younger brother’s survival! 

Lingji looked at her captain, and Foyego directly nodded. Lingji then released the spatial binding spell! 

This kid knew how to shuttle between shadows, so it would be quite troublesome to catch him again… . 

The moment the restriction was released, demon star turned into a green beam and flew into the matrix 

of Tirifsen… … 

(‘I think we are very sincere. Can We start now?”Foyego smiled. 

The people of Tirifsen hesitated. The other party’s attitude was indeed good. The most important thing 

was that they had sent demon star back, and they needed to find the so-called undercover spiritual 

medium as soon as possible. 

It seemed that cooperation was not a bad thing….. 

After looking at demon star, Yao Feng turned to look at the other party and nodded. “We have seen 

your sincerity. Indeed, we can work together. Since you said that you want to capture people by relying 

on suspicious points, you must have some rules, right?” 

Foyego smiled. “Captain Yao Feng is indeed a reasonable person. No wonder he could become the 

captain of Trefasen at the first moment. Alright then, I won’t waste my time since I’m in a hurry. Let me 

tell you my opinion first…” 

“I plan to use a screening system to first screen out those who are the least suspicious, and then 

extrapolate from those who are the most suspicious. What do you think, Captain Devil Edge?” 

“How do you plan to screen them?”Devil Edge narrowed his eyes and asked. 



“First, we will use time to screen them… ”    Foyego narrowed his eyes and said, “According to our 

reliable information, of the three spiritual medium undercover agents, the earliest one was sent out 90 

years ago, and the latest one was only sent out a year ago. The identity of the one who was sent out 90 

years ago has already been exposed. The remaining two were sent out 30 years ago, and the other one 

was sent out a year ago. Therefore, we will first exclude the descendants of traditional aristocratic 

families! ” 

“After all… other than special circumstances, the chances of a disciple from an aristocratic family 

stepping onto the path to become an undercover agent in the purgatory world are very small, aren’t 

they?” 

Yao Feng nodded his head when he heard this. In fact, the chances of a disciple from an aristocratic 

family becoming an undercover agent were very small even without counting the time. After all, an 

undercover agent needed to be nurtured, and not everyone’s temperament could do so, if a disciple 

from an aristocratic family were to make a bad choice, he would easily be discovered by the elders, and 

it would even make the federation wary of the world of death. 

However, after so many years, they had never heard of a young descendant who had been bewitched by 

the death realm. Clearly, the death realm had never done such a foolish thing. Of course, if the entire 

family had rebelled, that would be another matter. 

From the tone of the other party, the one who had been sent out 90 years ago was most likely a 

descendant of a family! 

A family had already completely pledged their allegiance to the death realm? Which family. If the realm 

of death was sent out, it was most likely not a simple family. It might even have an important position… . 

However, now was not the time to pursue this matter. Yao Feng took a deep breath and nodded at 

foyego, “Sir, you are right…” 

Foyego nodded and continued, “Next, we need to eliminate your older students. For example, the older 

students who have been in the fellowship for more than three years. Our information is not wrong. They 

were sent out 30 years ago. There is a high probability that they were still in a state of elimination or 

training 30 years ago. Therefore, the probability of them being seen by the public is lower than the time 

they were sent out. The spy should be a new student who was sent out three years ago! ” 

Tyree Fassen’s people were stunned when they heard this. Then, a few of the older students nodded to 

each other and distanced themselves from the new generation of students. 

They couldn’t be blamed for being too realistic, but the other party’s words made a lot of sense. 

The older students who could enter the school team, even if they weren’t from an aristocratic family, 

were still extremely talented and highly regarded by their teachers. Tyree Fassen’s teachers were all life 

sea level experts, and most of them were great liches, so they were the most sensitive to the death 

realm, it was unlikely that the old students would be tempted to fall into the death world after they 

entered the school team, because the probability was very small with the teachers watching them. 

Unless there was a problem with the teachers! 



However, this kind of situation was already considered a small probability. Since it was a method of 

elimination, naturally, the small probability could not be taken into account. Otherwise, how could they 

be eliminated? 

After a quick screening, there were only five people left… 

They were the team leader Yao Feng and the Ace Yao Xing. Needless to say, these two were well-known 

rookies. and within the next three sessions, there were the disciples of the undead: Mi Jia and the 

medical master: Mi Si… 

Finally, there was the newly promoted boundary master hua he! 

First, the people of Tirefarson immediately looked at the two undead in the team! 

The newly born undead were as rare as Phoenix feathers and unicorn horns that could escape from the 

realm of death. The North Star region had a strong tolerance and did not reject the undead. However, in 

this kind of situation, the students with the identity of the undead were naturally more suspected… 

Everyone examined Mi Jia and Xiu for a while before finally looking at Mi Jia! 

There were two reasons for suspecting Mi Jia. First, Mi Si was a healer. Although he had a strange 

personality, he was obviously a pure research maniac and did not seem to have the potential to be a 

spy. 

In comparison, Mi Jia was more suspicious! 

After all, the captain had already said that there was something wrong with the other party. He had left 

the team for a long time several times, which led to him avoiding the black blood device when he 

activated it just now. 

Faced with his teammates’suspicious gazes that were not concealed at all, Mi Jia smiled coldly and 

walked directly towards the six kings team! 

Ye Feng said directly, “Mi Jia is one of our team members. It’s impossible for her to be a spy!” 

“This brat, there is indeed something wrong! l” 

Tan Lang looked at Mi Jia with extreme hostility. Yao Feng’s gaze also flashed slightly. He looked at 

foyego and said, “Don’t you guys have the probability of being that so-called spiritual medium?” 

Foyego nodded slightly and suddenly grabbed towards mi jia without any warning. The speed was so 

fast that almost no one could react. Mi Jia, who was getting closer, obviously did not expect Foyego to 

attack him suddenly! Under almost no defense, coupled with the difference in skill, his head was directly 

crushed! 

The spiritual core in his head instantly cracked. Without the core and body, Mi Jia’s spirit body could not 

exist in the living world for even a second! 

Before he could even let out his incomparable resentment, he was forcefully grabbed back by the 

countless black hands in the death world. He could only roar at Foyego with incomparable resentment! 

Everyone: ” …. “ 



Chapter 1823: choose… 

 

Under the night sky, the surrounding temperature was not high, but Foyego’s actions made people’s 

hearts feel extremely cold… 

The members of the six kings’team widened their eyes and were so angry that their bodies were 

trembling. The people of Tirifamsen looked at the other party with incomparable fear. 

To be so ruthless and decisive towards their own people, one could imagine how they felt… … 

“Captain Foyego…” 

Ye Feng looked at Foyego coldly. His voice appeared to be ruthless and flat, as if it was a casual question. 

However, everyone could see the obvious coldness and unconcealed killing intent in his eyes! 

 

Mi Jia’s suspicion was very serious. As a spy sent out by the six kings team, it was indeed possible that he 

was a medium. After all, the spider queen had always been unscrupulous. It was not impossible for her 

to plant a double spy. 

In fact, he also wanted to test Micah in the dark, but he did not expect that Foyego would directly make 

a move. This was not the same thing! 

The other team members looked at Foyego in the same way. Since the other party could kill their team 

members without hesitation, naturally, they could also kill them without hesitation. This kind of thing… ” 

. No one could accept 

In the team of Tyree Fassen, a group of people looked at this stiff atmosphere with a somewhat 

inexplicable expression. 

Previously, they had heard Ye Feng and the others say that every king’s team worked for their own 

benefit, but now it seemed like..! . It didn’t seem like they were lying! 

Foyego smiled faintly and said, “Captain Ye Feng, I had no choice but to do this. You’ve seen the current 

situation as well. Time is of the essence, and we don ‘t have much time to carefully verify if we 

encounter someone with more suspicious points… ” 

Ye Feng: ” …” 

These words made the expressions of the members of the six kings team turn cold. The expressions of 

Tyrifson and the others were not very good either. It was obvious that the other party was also talking 

to them! 

“Alright, it’s your turn now… “foyego ignored the members of the six kings team and looked directly at 

Demon Edge and the others. He said coldly, “I’ve already proven your suspicions. Shouldn’t we go 

according to the plan now?” 

Everyone’s expression turned cold and they felt a little awkward. They couldn’t help but look at 

Tiriverson’s only remaining undead… 



Seeing that everyone was looking at him, Missy’s usually dull expression became a little complicated. 

Very few people saw this expression, causing everyone’s expressions to stiffen. They couldn’t help but.., 

everyone’s minds simultaneously recalled every single detail of Doctor Wooden’s time in the team! 

Meese was a quiet person, but she was definitely an excellent craftsman. In just ten years, although she 

wasn’t as stunning as Yao Feng and Yao Xing, with her strict attitude and excellent craftsmanship.., she 

gave them ample medical support. 

She almost never let them down… 

This guy was a dumb bird. It was hard to see her emotions, but everyone knew that she actually liked to 

be around people. She liked to listen to them quietly every time, and occasionally, they would see the 

smile on her face… … 

This was a person who looked cold on the outside but was incomparably gentle on the inside. To say 

that she was a spy, to be honest, many people were not so willing to accept it. 

Compared to Mi Jia, Mi Si was more trustworthy in the team… 

(‘Mi Si… “Yao Feng also said with a complicated expression, “Tell me in detail about your origin, and tell 

me the details of your journey to the Hemlock Forest… ” 

As the team leader, he had no choice but to harden his heart and say these words… 

Meese looked at the other party, a rare smile appeared on his dull face. “I don’t know how to speak 

well. The more I speak… ” … The effect might be worse. My background and information from the school 

are all there. Even if I were to tell you personally, I wouldn’t be able to tell you anything. As for after 

hemlock forest, I,ve always been with you guys. There’s nothing much to say about the specific details. 

You guys… ”        “Just vote! ” 

Everyone:”.. ” 

This answer really suited Misi’s personality… 

“You look quite suitable to be a spy… ” 

A cold voice broke the silence, and everyone instantly looked over. It was Lingji from the fifth King’s 

Team! 

“Shut up!”Yao Xing shouted at Lingji with red eyes! 

“I’m just saying… “lingji smiled and spread her hands. “Isn’t the decision in your hands?” 

“You… “Yao Xing’s eyes turned red. He was about to curse again when Yao Feng pressed his shoulder. 

Yao Xing turned around and wanted to refute, but he suddenly realized that the atmosphere in the team 

had changed instantly! 

Everyone’s eyes became complicated and evaded. The atmosphere was completely different from the 

sympathy for Misi. This situation gave Yao Xing goosebumps! 

Could it be… 



Looking at his brother’s stiff expression, Yao Feng secretly sighed! 

Yao Xing had a proud personality, but he was actually a hot-blooded person. He had a great desire and 

treasure for his companions, so from the start of his choice, he would not have any doubts about Missy. 

However, the others were different. The female undead’s words just now seemed to have planted a 

seed of doubt in everyone’s hearts. 

That was because what the other party said was actually true. The more dumb and Silent Misi was, the 

more likely he was to be a traitor! 

“Please hurry up and vote… “Foyego said coldly. “That Black Dragon’s recovery ability is very strong. It 

can come back at any time. We Can’t die with you all hesitating. Yes or no, please vote immediately! ” 

These words were like the last straw that crushed a camel. A delicate white and tender arm was raised 

up, trembling. obviously… ” They voted in favor! Demon Star looked over in disbelief and said with a 

trembling voice, “Lulu… you… ” 

In his impression, Lulu was the one who had the best relationship with Misi. Lulu had a bright and lively 

personality. She liked to stick around Misi and buy things with Misi’s credits. Misi had always doted on 

her like a younger sister. Although her expression had always been cold and she often ridiculed Lulu as 

an exploiter, in reality, everyone knew that Misi… .. Enjoyed Lulu’s closeness! 

But perhaps Misi himself would not have thought that the first vote to vote for her death would be Lulu! 

Misi raised his head and looked at Lulu. There was a little surprise in his eyes, but in the end, he looked 

at Lulu who was biting her lips tightly and did not say anything… . 

As Lu Luo refused to accept it, one by one, his companions raised their hands as if they were dominoes! 

“You guys… “Yao Xing’s eyes widened as he glared at everyone. If it wasn’t for Yao Feng stopping him, he 

would probably have started to beat them up… … 

“Seven votes… “Foyego stood outside and nodded slightly. He looked at Yao Feng and said, “It seems 

that you have made your decision. Captain Yao Feng, if you can’t do it, I can help you!” 

Yao Feng looked at him coldly, but he didn’t respond. Instead, he slowly pulled out his black longsword… 

“Then you do it?”Yao Feng looked at him indifferently. 

Hearing that, Yao Xing’s body trembled, and he froze on the spot… . 

How could this be? How could this be? 

Sigh… ” 

Just as everyone’s expressions were extremely conflicted, a sigh came slowly, interrupting the stalemate 

between Yao Xing and Yao Feng… 

Everyone looked over, and the one who sighed was misi himself… 

“I’ll do it myself… “misi raised his head and smiled at Yao Feng. “Captain, you’ve worked hard…” 



With that, directly grabbed out of his spirit core! 

Chapter 1824: Hypocrisy… 

 

“Hua he… ” 

Faced with Hua he, who had crushed their spiritual cores, everyone could not help but feel sorry for him. 

They did not dare to look into his eyes anymore… … 

Lu Luo was the most obvious. In an instant, she quickly averted her gaze, lowered her head, and bit her 

lips tightly. Tears streamed down her face! 

She liked hua he very much. Everyone knew that hua he looked cold and dull on the surface, but in fact, 

he was gentler than anyone else. He liked to be with everyone more than anyone else… … 

“It seems… that’s not the case…” 

 

Foyego’s cold voice rang out. This voice did not instantly break down the defenses in the hearts of 

everyone in Tiriphaisen. All of them looked at Foyego with murderous intent! 

In the face of everyone’s anger, Foyego smiled coldly. “I don’t know what you creatures are angry about. 

The situation was agreed in advance. The choice was made by you yourselves. What are you angry 

about?” 

“You say that as if it has nothing to do with you! “Green Willow raised her head and looked at the other 

party with overflowing hatred! 

Foyego looked at the other party with amusement. “Of course it has something to do with me. After all, 

I was the one who suggested the candidate, but so what? “I said from the beginning that in order to live 

as long as possible, we can only rely on guesses. Since it’s a guess, it’s naturally possible to guess 

wrongly. Don’t tell me that you didn’t consider the possibility of making a wrong guess when you made 

the choice, right?” 

Everyone: ” .. 

“In the end, it’s all for your own survival. As long as you can live, even if you guess wrongly, you have to 

prioritize your own survival…”. “…”. “You…”. ” “Isn’t that what you all think?”Foyego sneered at the 

Green Willow who was full of hatred. “Aren’t you the same as me? “Where did the resentment come 

from? “If you have the spare time, why don’t you consider taking one last look at your companion?” 

Green willow trembled when she heard that. Her body froze on the spot. She bit her lips tightly, but she 

did not dare to turn back! 

Hua he was an artificial experiment subject. Many people knew that her life was bound to the spiritual 

core. Many people knew that artificial life forms could not be reborn because the soul was fake… 

It was more like her core was more like an artificial intelligence… … 



But no one in the team really treated hua he as a robot, but they also knew that they… … Were about to 

lose this gentle guy forever… 

“Hua he… do you have anything to say? “Yao Feng was the only one who turned around to look at hua 

he, his eyes filled with complicated emotions. 

“I. . . Don’t know what I want to say… “hua he’s already starting to lose her spiritual power, making it 

difficult for her to concentrate, and her eyes became blurry. … 

“I. . . Don’t know how to talk… But… actually, there are a lot of things that I want to say…” 

This familiar and adorable voice made everyone clench their teeth tightly. 

Blood flowed out of their gums. Yao Xing also turned his back and bit his lips. He did not have the 

courage to turn his head like his brother. 

“I. . . “The other party seemed to have thought for a long time before he finally said, “I like you guys…” 

The last sentence seemed to have used up all of his strength. Following which, his entire body seemed 

to have come to a standstill. His body slowly froze on the spot, and there was no light in his eyes… … 

“Flower…”lu Luo called out with a trembling voice… … 

However, there was no reply. Lu Luo could not help but call out once more, but there was still no 

response… … 

Lu Luo bit her lips and slowly closed her eyes. Tears could not stop flowing down her face. She knew that 

the guy who was always following her like a bug would never respond to her again… 

“I will definitely kill you! ! “Lu Luo opened her eyes again, and the hatred in her eyes was extremely 

obvious. 

Foyego sneered and did not even bother to look at her. A threatening beast would never roar for no 

reason. He did not even dare to look back at the teammate he had killed. He did not even have the 

courage to face her directly, how could he be magnanimous? 

Foyego didn’t believe that such a person could pose a threat to him no matter how much time was given 

to her! 

“Captain… we can’t waste any more time… “Lingji’s cold voice sounded. It was obvious that she wasn’t 

interested in the emotions of Tyrifson and the others. 

In her opinion, the emotions of these creatures couldn’t be more hypocritical… “It’s time to find the next 

one… “Foyego said calmly. 

As soon as he said this, everyone looked over with a fierce aura. 

Foyego looked at the group of people who seemed to be about to make a move and said calmly, “Or 

have you changed your mind? You’re not going to find the next one? Then let’s fight it out. Life and 

death are determined by fate, how about it?” 

Everyone: ” .. 



“It seems that… you guys don’t seem to want to go this far… “Foyego mocked them mercilessly. 

“You… “green willow looked at him with a twisted face, but she clenched her fists tightly, as if she was 

trying her best to endure. … 

The more she acted like this, the more Foyego looked at her with a mocking expression… … 

“Alright… “demon blade pressed Green Willow’s shoulder and looked at her with a deep gaze. “Let’s 

continue… who do you think is the most suspicious 

Foyego looked at the other party and nodded to himself. Among this group of hypocritical creatures, this 

guy in front of him was the most worthy to be nurtured… 

However, facing the other party’s question, Foyego was a little hesitant. 

He knew that if he guessed wrong again, the other party might not be able to hold back. Not to mention 

the emotional issue, from the perspective of benefits, the other party would definitely not allow the 

third party member to die in vain. Otherwise, the basic combat strength of the formation would be a 

problem… .. 

But to say that he had absolute confidence, he did not have it at the moment… 

That Hua he was definitely the most suitable undercover candidate just now, but under the 

circumstances of guessing wrong, regardless of whether it was the demon blade brothers or that 

warrior, they did not look very similar… .. 

Foyego rubbed his fingers, a rare moment of hesitation… … 

However, while he was hesitating, before he could make a decision, a dragon’s roar soared into the sky! 

“Captain! ! “Lingji and the others immediately became nervous! 

“Activate the device! “Foyego turned pale with fright as he ordered while looking in the direction of the 

Dragon’s Roar! 

It was not a bluff. The black dragon had indeed turned back, and the dragon tendons on its body that 

had been cut off seemed to have completely recovered. Such a shocking recovery speed.., it was 

obvious that the psychic in the dark had let the Nightmare Lord use a powerful birth control technique! 

The moment the device was activated, Foyego’s brain began to work rapidly! Rapid birth control could 

indeed be very effective in treating external injuries, but it was not small for the body. Logically 

speaking, the nightmare lord should not have done this unless it was absolutely necessary. 

After all, the three split nightmares wanted to devour each other, so they naturally had to control 

absolute force. They would never let their best combat strength be damaged before the Clash! 

Unless there was a greater benefit, allowing the nightmare to choose to sacrifice the black dragon a 

little… 

But what kind of benefit could make it do this? 



While he was puzzled, Foyego’s gaze suddenly glanced at Li Goudan who was being tightly protected by 

Dutton in the distance! 

Suddenly, Foyego was enlightened! 

He knew the reason, and… ..! He knew how to find the guy! . 

Chapter 1825: the identity of the second spirit medium (part two) ! 

 

“Little Five, fall back! Spirit princess, activate the Giant Spirit Spell! ” 

In the team, Foyego commanded the attack in an orderly manner. Without the black-armored warrior 

from before, they could not face the attack head-on, so they could only rely on Foyego and the other 

three agility-type warriors to make a detour. 

Spirit princess and the other magic-type Warlocks did not use the large-scale dragon-exterminating spell 

like before, but instead relied on various support spells to fight together on the side… 

The people of Tyree Fasson weren’t idle either. At this time, they had activated the black blood device 

and maintained the Magic Circle to protect Li Goudan in the team, the Mage-type Green Lolo and sniper 

Emma would occasionally help the other side with long-range firepower. 

Soon, the battle became a mess! 

 

Darton and the members of the six kings team hid behind the barrier and guarded Li Goudan vigilantly. 

Looking at the battlefield, they were panicking… 

Especially Dutton. To him, protecting Little Jia was no longer a responsibility, but a step up. Because in 

this level of battle, he knew that he didn’t even have the chance to intervene. 

Even as a ranger, he didn’t even have the ability to provide long-range support, because he couldn’t see 

anyone’s movement on the battlefield clearly. Under such circumstances, if he was to provide long-

range support, he could only use blind shot. And it was clear that with his side surrounding one another, 

blind shot had a high probability of hitting his teammates… … 

For a moment, Darden felt a sense of decline rise in his heart… … 

As the captain of the Wandering Wind Academy, he didn’t have any outstanding qualifications, but with 

his hard work, at least he didn’t become a hindrance. Even when those seniors were still around, he was 

still one of the main members of the team, and couldn’t compare to those trump cards, at least he was a 

core member, right? 

But this trip to the hemlock forest, he found that the quality was far more terrifying than the interstellar 

fellowship. The top aces of the past were now reduced to just a side character, it was really… … 

“Why are you looking at me like that?” 



Yao Xing looked at Dutton with some dissatisfaction. Why did that guy’s gaze feel like… … Was he pitying 

me? 

“Nothing… “Dutton smiled and looked at the other party with a gentle expression… … 

When he saw that other than himself, who could only act as a bystander in the name of protection, 

there was also the former number one dark horse in the fellowship, Dutton’s heart suddenly felt much 

better! 

“If you keep looking at me like that, I won’t be polite! “Yao Xing said angrily. 

“Ahem… “Dutton looked away. … 

Yao Xing seemed to have realized that he was too excited. He coughed awkwardly and changed the 

topic. “How did this little girl get hurt? If she were here, she might be able to save the current xiaojia… ” 

At this point, Yao Xing looked at Wang Xiaojia, who was fighting with everyone in the distance, with a 

complicated expression. This was originally 

Tiriverson’s biggest trump card, but now it had become the biggest threat… . 

He really shouldn’t have run away at that time. If he had stayed back then, even if he had helped Xiaojia 

stall for a few minutes, he might have waited until that Feng Doudou Guy came to support him. Who 

knows… … Who knows, it might not be the current situation… 

While feeling vexed, Yao Xing inexplicably walked to Li Goudan’s side. For some unknown reason, he 

reached out his hand and touched Li Goudan’s wound… 

“What are you doing? ?” 

Team Six Kings’ye Feng suddenly looked at Yao Xing… 

“Eh?”Yao Xing was stunned. His hand, which was about to reach Li Goudan’s face, suddenly stopped. He 

could feel that although his hand was only a short distance away from Li Goudan, if he dared to 

approach him.., those undead would probably make his hand disappear in an instant! 

“Xing? What’s the matter with you? “Dutton frowned as he looked at Li 

Goudan. 

Yao Xing had fought with Gale Academy in the previous friendly spar, and several seniors had given him 

very good reviews. He had also fought with Li 

Goudan a few times, so he could be considered an acquaintance of Li Goudan. His tone was much 

gentler… … 

“Yao Xing was stunned. He looked at his arm in puzzlement. Clearly, he had also fallen into a daze… … 

What am I doing? Why would i… 

The strange thing was that even though he looked confused, Yao Xing’s hand was still slowly reaching for 

Li Goudan… … 



And that position was extremely sensitive. It was the position of the black crystal floating on Li Goudan’s 

forehead! 

“You’re courting death! ! ” 

All the undead in the sixth group instantly exploded with killing intent and charged at Yao Xing! 

Yao Xing seemed to have woken up at this moment and retracted his arm as if he had been 

electrocuted. It was unknown whether he had suddenly reacted and retracted his arm, or whether he 

had been bounced back by the magic barrier on the black crystal… 

However, the barrier runes protecting the black crystal lit up, proving that Yao Xing had indeed wanted 

to touch the black crystal that protected Goudan… . 

“Xing… “Dalton was stunned and thought to himself, could it be… 

The moment his hand was bounced back, Yao Xing was attacked from all directions. Without hesitation, 

Yao Xing sneaked into the shadow domain! 

“Damn it, this guy knows how to shuttle through shadows. Catch him and don’t let him get far! ! ” 

A trace of excitement flashed in Ye Feng’s eyes! 

“Black Feather, locate! !”Ye Feng shouted to one of his teammates who had black feathers on his body. 

Black feather instantly flew up into the sky. An Eagle’s cry rang out, and the feathers that filled the sky 

instantly covered the direction in which the demon star had fled like flying knives. In the next second, 

the feathers that covered the ground formed a huge magnetic field, and within the magnetic field.., a 

black shadow ran around in all directions, but it was still unable to escape from the magnetic field! 

Good! 

The faces of the members of the sixth King’s team instantly became excited. They had finally grasped 

the initiative this time! 

Capture them! 

Almost without Ye Feng’s command, all the members of the sixth King’s team rushed towards the 

magnetic field with great tacit understanding and instantly surrounded the other party! 

Everyone knew that as long as they captured this spirit medium, they would be able to get out of this 

black curtain. That Little Wind Devil was currently in a heavily injured and unconscious state. As long as 

they got out of this enchantment, everything would be easy to say! 

Even let the other side only with their own team to leave, the five kings trapped here, can completely 

eliminate the risk of the five kings want to steal people… . 

This opportunity, the sixth king of all the hearts are excited up! 

What’s going on? 

Why are you running? 



By the way… … If you run, if you don’t run, those people will kill you as a 

psychic… … 

That wasn’t the point. The point was what he was doing just now? Was he crazy? 

At this moment, Yao Xing, who had sneaked into the shadows, had a look of realization on his face. It 

was obvious that he had yet to wake up from his daze! 

Was he crazy? Was his hand cheap or something? In that situation, someone had clearly warned him, so 

why did he still extend his hand? 

Was His brain damaged? 

Trapped in the magnetic field, Yao Xing felt the group of people coming from all directions to threaten 

him. His thoughts spun… . 

No… 

It wasn’t his brain… 

He suddenly remembered that this kind of thing… . . Seemed to have happened before… This kind of 

vague situation, as if his body was out of control, and not just once. … 

And there was only one person who could do this..! …. only one person! ! ! ! 

Chapter 1826: Powerful Betrayer! 

 

Rumors… There was a unique telepathic connection between twins… … 

Yao Xing believed this rumor because he remembered clearly that the two brothers had this special 

connection when they were very young… … 

Of course, it was one-sided… 

“Brother… why is it that you can influence me every time, but I can’t influence 

After being teased for the nth time, Yao Xing couldn ‘t help but complain to his brother… 

 

“Of course it’s because you’re stupid… “at that time, Yao Feng’s smile was as bright as the sun, and 

every time, it would reach Yao Xing’s eyes. 

But since how long ago, brother… … He had never smiled like this before? 

He became gentle, reserved, and steady, giving people an incomparable sense of reliability, but it was 

no longer there… The once brilliant smile had no longer been used to tease him with the unique 

influence between the twins… … 

Memories kept flashing in his mind, and Yao Xing became even more confused… 

Brother… What are you doing? 



While everyone’s attention was on Black Dragon King Goudan and Yao Xing who had escaped into the 

shadows, only Dutton remained by Li Goudan’s side with a little stability. He could not help but open his 

mouth when he saw the battle formation of everyone against Yao Xing… … 

He was very close to Yao Xing at that time and felt that the other party did not have any malicious 

intent… … He also felt that… … This was a misunderstanding! 

Just as he was about to open his mouth, another familiar figure suddenly approached him. 

“Captain Feng? “Dutton quickly reacted when he saw who it was. “Hurry up and persuade your brother 

to take the initiative to come out. I don’t think it’s him…” 

Yao Feng glanced at the other party and chuckled lightly. His originally incomparably handsome face 

suddenly gave off a bewitching feeling… … Furthermore, there was an inexplicable chill… . 

In an instant. all the hair on Dutton’s body stood on end! 

Something wasn’t right! 

Almost at the instant he felt that chill, Dutton unhesitatingly thrust his saber at the other party! 

Without any reason, based on his many years of experience as a ranger, Dutton was able to deduce that 

this fellow before him… An enemy. He was an enemy! 

“His reflexes are pretty quick. The heritage of the Zephyr Academy is still rather impressive. It’s a pity 

that… the aptitude of the person who inherited the heritage is a little lacking… ” 

Yao Feng shook his head and walked past the other party with ease… … 

He walked past the other party casually without any technique. From his perspective, the Ranger who 

had reacted to the situation seemed to have slowed down his movements by several dozen times. He 

had just managed to pull out his dagger… The focus of the Ranger’s pupils was clearly still on the 

afterimage he had left at the beginning… . 

They were on a completely different level… 

No one had expected that the captain of the Tyree Fassen team would have such skill. The members of 

the six kings team, who had already distanced themselves from Li Goudan, felt like their eyes were 

about to pop out of their sockets as they desperately rushed back! 

However, the distance of more than a hundred meters was like a natural chasm. It was so difficult to 

praise! 

He could only watch helplessly as the other party’s hand touched Li Goudan’s body. Then, he could only 

watch as Yao Feng and the little wind demon turned into a shadow and disappeared in front of 

everyone’s eyes! 

“Brother?” 

In the shadow plane, Yao Xing’s eyes widened when he saw Yao Feng, who was extremely light and 

could easily pass through people! 



At this moment, his big brother gave him the feeling… Strange yet familiar… … 

When did he start… … Did his big brother know this move. In his memories… … 

Just as he was thinking about this, the memories in Yao Xing’s mind shattered as countless new 

fragments appeared. His entire body quivered as if he had been electrocuted, and countless memories 

surged into his mind! 

He remembered… 

His big brother had always known this move… 

Moving through the shadows was not his exclusive skill. When he was young, he did not bring his 

brother to use it. Instead, his brother brought him to use it. Just like teaching him how to swim, he 

taught him bit by bit in the shadow space! 

At that time, he was not the one hiding in the mountains to protect his brother, but he was the one 

protecting him… 

When countless people were searching for them, he was the one who had brought him to the shadow 

space. When he could not avoid the shadow energy, it was his brother who had taken the initiative to 

absorb the shadow energy that was close to them… … 

He remembered why his brother no longer had that sunny smile. Although he had smiled at the end, he 

could no longer smile like before… … 

Because… His brother.. … ! He was already dead! 

Twenty years ago, when he was still on the Aboriginal planet, when his brothers were being chased, his 

brother..! … had died! 

Yao Xing was stunned on the spot. Countless memory fragments slowly closed up, and the scene from 

the past finally appeared in his memories… … 

The figure dressed in black, the one who completely occupied his heart the first time he saw her, the 

woman with unparalleled charm, with a pair of soul-stirring green cylinders, looked at him strangely… … 

“Interesting… to have such a strong soul magnetic field at such a young age… 

it’s really rare… ” 

Yao Star Remember, that woman was looking at him with a charming smile, also looked at his back, he 

subconsciously looked back, scared the whole scalp tingling! 

Because at that time he, obviously see, brother he has no blood-red face, a pair of green eyes faintly 

looking at himself, with a very pure cold intent! ! 

(‘I didn’t think…” 

After layers of enchantment, there are countless strong breath of night demon standing on the 

enchantment, if there are night demon junior here, will be extremely shocked! 

This was because many of the faces were already the great figures recorded in their history books… 



Other than many of the top night demon family’s historical heroes, there were also many Outstanding 

Night Demon Emperors! 

Dozens of great emperors with ancient auras gathered together. It was likely that no one would have 

thought of this scene! 

And this powerhouse that had already become history was currently surrounded by layers of people. It 

was one of the top figures in the Universe Federation, the leader of the Northern Star Field, the Queen 

of the forgotten ones, the third god Lord: Lord Sylvanas! 

“I really didn’t expect… “the Queen looked coldly at the three mysterious beings wearing bamboo hats 

in the middle of the group of people. “You… will betray me! ” 

In the face of the Queen’s cold tone, the three mysterious people wearing bamboo hats slowly took off 

their hoods, revealing their incomparably handsome faces. and the people that those faces represented 

would probably shock the entire Northern Star Field! 

The number one priestess of the Northern Star Field: Sola, the commander of the entire Northern Star 

Field’s black priestess, the chief commander of the highest priestess palace, the manager of the evil god 

Totem, and the chief logistics officer of the Sylvanas faction! 

Caesar: one of the Four Great Chaos Knights, the one who represents death and the night, the top figure 

with the title of soul snatching scythe. He was once one of the chief generals that Sylvanas relied on the 

most to resist the Scourge Army! 

The leader had a face that was extremely similar to Sylvanas, but had an extraordinary charm that was 

extremely different. His hair that was as black as the night seemed to blend into the entire night! 

It was the second-ranked among the ten liches, Lord Ye Ji! 

Chapter 1827: Anything that can make it anxious… … Only those who travel with it! 

 

“Oh no, those idiots! ! ” 

When the five kings saw that Li Goudan had been snatched away, their eyes were about to pop out of 

their sockets. They wanted nothing more than to fly over and stop him! 

At this time, if they were to let the psychic control a captain-level monster to join them, everyone would 

be able to lie on the ground and wait for their deaths. If that group of people couldn’t even defend 

themselves, what the hell was the use of that? 

However, no matter how anxious they were, the dozens of meters that they could cross in less than 0.1 

second was like a natural moat! 

The moment they saw the demon sealer being pulled into the shadows, everyone’s heart sank to the 

bottom! 

 

It was over! ! 



Whether it was the sixth King’s team or the fifth King’s team, their hearts were chilled in that second. A 

sense of powerlessness that the momentum had been lost surged into their hearts! 

Meanwhile, the people from Tyree Fassen were staring blankly at the spot where Li Goudan had 

disappeared, their faces filled with disbelief! 

Although they had known from the start that the spy might be someone that they were extremely 

familiar with and had interacted with day and night, no one had expected that this person would be the 

core of the team and the pillar of support! 

In an instant… They began to doubt the reality of what was happening. … 

“Retreat! 

Ye Feng of the sixth King’s team shouted at his teammates without any hesitation! 

A few of his teammates also reacted in an instant and gave up on surrounding Yao Xing without any 

hesitation. They quickly turned into black shadows and ran frantically in another direction with Ye Feng, 

in less than a breath’s time, they had disappeared without a trace. This only made the members of the 

fifth King’s team so angry that smoke was coming out of their seven apertures! 

This group of B * stards. If they couldn’t do their main task properly, they would be able to escape 

quickly! 

At this moment, the little wind demon had just been captured, and the black dragon was being held 

back by them. This was indeed the best time to escape. In terms of judgment, the actions of Ye Feng of 

the sixth King’s team weren’t wrong. In fact, everyone knew that… If they were in the same situation, 

they would definitely do the same… … 

After all, team ten kings were in a competitive relationship. If there was a chance, they might even step 

on each other. It was impossible for them to say that they would stay behind and die together under 

such an overwhelming crisis… 

However, even though that was the case, when it really happened, the group of people was still 

incomparably furious. After all, it had happened on their heads, and they were the ones who had 

suffered losses. How could they possibly understand? 

This was especially so for the two agile assassins in the group. They could not help but send a cold voice 

transmission, “Captain, should we lure this black dragon over?” 

“That’s right, those who want to use us as the rear end, dream on! “The other female assassin could not 

help but say in a cold voice. 

In the face of all these changes, Foyego’s expression did not change. Instead, there was a trace of a 

smile in the depths of his eyes as he softly muttered, “It’s good that he’s gone. Then, we will have a 

legitimate reason to snatch that little wind demon away… ” 

The team members were stunned by the captain’s words. For a moment, they wondered if they had 

heard wrongly? 



What was the captain talking about in his sleep? Was he still thinking about that little wind demon in 

this situation? Shouldn’t he be thinking about how to escape. Could it be… … What other trump cards 

did they have that were useless? 

“Reiki, are you ready?”Foyego suddenly transmitted his voice… … 

“I’m ready at any time! “Reiki smiled slightly, which was totally different from the confused expressions 

on everyone’s faces… … 

“Everyone, retreat to the barrier of Tirifsen!”Foyego transmitted his voice to everyone. 

group was stunned. What did the Captain Mean? Was he going to let the people of Tirifsen be the rear 

guard for them? 

But they were not stupid. How could they let him do that? 

Sure enough, seeing that Foergo and the others had retreated, Tirifson and the others did not hesitate 

to retreat in all directions. They did not give them a chance at all! 

But Foergo did not seem to care about the creatures that had retreated, and Reiki took over the 

enchantment very easily. She even asked the two arcanist teammates next to her to help support the 

enchantment! 

This action only made people confused. Wouldn’t the enchantment lock them up? Did they have to be 

the backup for the people of Tyrifson? 

Thinking of this, everyone couldn’t help but look at foyergo. For a moment, they wondered which side 

the captain was on… 

However, after Reiki’s next action, all of this was explained! 

After Ling Ji took over the enchantment, she formed a hand seal and a complicated rune lit up. Everyone 

saw that the place where Yao Feng had escaped into the shadow world had a mark that looked like a 

ship! The moment they saw this mark, everyone’s heart skipped a beat! 

Could it be… 

Sure enough, in the next second, Yao Feng and Li Goudan, who had escaped into the shadow world, 

appeared on the coordinates as if they were looking back in time! 

The sudden scene stunned the retreating Tiriverson and the others… … 

The members of the fifth King’s team were also stunned, including Yao Feng, who had returned to the 

outside. Their faces were slightly stunned… . 

By the time they reacted, a green longsword had already been placed on his neck! 

“It’s really difficult, don’t you think? A friend of the seventh King’s Team?” 

Foyego’s gentle voice pulled everyone, including Yao Feng, out of their trance. As Yao Feng was held 

hostage, Wang Goudan, who was attacking from the outside, instantly quieted down. He stood outside 

the barrier like a statue, standing where he was… … 



“You… When did you realize that it was mine? “Yao Feng looked at the other party in disbelief. . 

He didn’t think that he had any flaws. His teammates, who had been with him all this time, didn’t see 

any flaws, and his younger brother, who had been with him all this time, didn’t see any flaws. Could This 

captain of the Five Kings team, whom he had only been in contact with for a short while, see any clues 

from him? 

He didn’t believe it… 

“Well… “faced with the question, Foyego returned to his previous elegant posture and looked at him 

with a smile. “Like most people, you only realized that it was yours when you made your move…” 

Yao Feng fell silent upon hearing this. After a few seconds, he looked at Li Goudan. “I see. It seems… I 

was still anxious…” 

Indeed, Demon Edge had disguised himself so well for so many years. As a person who had just come 

into contact with him, it was indeed difficult for Foyego to find any flaws in the other party’s body. 

But just as the other party had said, he was indeed anxious! 

Under normal circumstances, that black dragon had just been injured and forced to retreat. It should not 

be in such a hurry to return. After all, forcefully repairing the black dragon’s injuries would not only 

consume its own energy, it would also consume the black dragon’s own body’s origin. If it was not 

necessary, there was no need to do so… … 

After all, the longer it dragged on in the night, the more advantageous these spiritual mediums would 

be. In fact, there was no need to be in such a hurry to face them… 

However, the other party was still anxious. Foyego immediately realized that it was definitely not 

because of them! 

They did not have the capital to make the perfectly hidden spiritual mediums so anxious. Regardless of 

the time and place, they were at an absolute disadvantage in the three spiritual mediums ‘domain. It 

was impossible for them to make the other party do such a self-destructive act… . 

The only ones who could make it anxious were their peers! 

Chapter 1828: Hesitation 

 

Foyego knew very well that among the three psychics, their biggest opponent was actually themselves! 

Since that was the case, the other party could only be anxious because of the changes in the other two 

competitors, and not because of them, the kings of the outside world… 

The first psychic to be exposed was Helana. At this moment, she had already grasped two captain-level 

creatures, and there was a high probability that she would soon grasp the third one! 

Such a powerful advantage would definitely cause the other two competitors to become anxious. 



This point… … From the fact that one of the spirit mediums had directly sent information about Helana 

to them, it could be seen that the other two… … Were anxious… … 

 

Under such circumstances, Foyego instantly judged that the spirit medium hidden in Tirifamsen had 

anxiously controlled the black dragon to forcefully attack them. Its goal… … It must be the unconscious 

little wind demon that was protected by the six kings team with the black crystal… … 

Once he knew the other party’s ultimate goal, everything would be easy to solve… 

Foyego directly had spirit mistress secretly use a secret technique to set a spatial coordinate point on 

the little wind demon. This kind of spatial technique was a very common way of locking people. Once it 

was set up, no matter how far the other party ran.., wherever they were, they could instantly teleport 

the opponent back! 

In the space-related industry, this secret technique was called: Spatial Cage! 

Lingji’s mental strength was powerful, and her secret technique inheritance was excellent. Not only 

could she hide the coordinates, but she could also lock the things around the coordinates and teleport 

them over. As long as the quality of the target was not too much higher than hers… Most of them could 

succeed… 

The definite drawback was that the marked person would easily find out that they were marked! 

But the little wind demon was already unconscious. This drawback… … Was naturally gone… 

Last Night’s trap, the rest was even simpler. No matter who the hidden spirit medium was, they would 

definitely find an opportunity to abduct the little wind demon in the end. The one who would 

successfully abduct the wind demon in the end would definitely be the spirit medium… … 

This plan wasn’t complicated, nor was it brilliant. It was just that the timing was very good. In the end, it 

was that spirit medium who was anxious… … 

Looking at the short sword on his neck, a trace of self-mockery flashed across Yao Feng’s face. No 

wonder his teacher once said that whenever he could hold his breath, he would be able to hide perfectly 

for so many years, but at the last crucial moment, he was unable to stabilize himself… Being found out 

by someone, it could only be said that he was only at this level… 

“Phew… “after letting out a long breath, Yao Feng helplessly looked at Foyego who was holding him 

hostage. “How about we cooperate, Captain Foyego?” 

looked at the other party with a smile that was not a smile. “What do you have to cooperate with me? 

You have already been officially exposed. The laws have been broken and you are no longer able to 

control the nightmare. What capital do you have to cooperate with me?” 

The demon Feng suddenly is silent… 

That’s true… … In their own hostage in the moment, in fact has lost the largest capital… 



He’s not like Helana, he’s a ghost, once he’s exposed, Lord Rosen’s laws won’t protect him, he’s lying 

about not regretting it, just now… … It was too risky… . 

Not to mention that he had been schemed against, even if he had successfully controlled the wind 

demon back then, he might not have been able to kill everyone before the laws disappeared! 

After all, he had exposed his identity. Although everyone still had doubts in their hearts and were not 

completely sure of his identity, the power of the laws was still there, but the time it could be maintained 

was limited. If he could not kill everyone in a short period of time… He still had the risk of being 

eliminated just now… … 

He was too rash… 

But there was nothing he could do! 

How could he have imagined that there would be so many powerful young creatures like Wang Xiaojia? 

It had directly become the crucial point of contention for the three spiritual mediums in this battle! 

When he learned that the person called he lanna was about to control a third person of Xiaojia’s level, 

he could not help but panic, because only by personally controlling them would he know just how 

powerful these guys were! 

Once that guy took down those creatures, he wouldn’t even have a chance to turn the tables. Now that 

there was an unconscious one in front of him, how could he not be tempted? How could he hold it in? 

Taking a breath, Yao Feng suppressed all his frustration and looked at the other party seriously. “You 

didn’t kill me directly, isn’t it because you value my final capital? Without Me? Can you get out?” 

“Ha…”foyego sneered. “What? You mean you’d rather die than take us out?” 

“Of course! “Yao Feng said decisively. “You should know what happens to the eliminated members of 

the Divine Empress’s team. If I want to go back and live peacefully, I have to make some 

contributions…”. Saying that, Yao Feng pointed at Wang Goudan and Li Goudan. “I have to bring at least 

one of them back! 

“You sure have a big appetite! “Foyego’s sneer deepened. Are you kidding me? He spent so much effort 

to get these two, and you want them just like that? 

“If you don’t agree, then you can only think of a way to get out…”. ” Yao 

Feng sat cross-legged on the ground. “Friendly reminder, for someone like Xiao Jia, that Helana might 

already be able to control three of them. You people, even if you activate the device to the death, you 

won’t be able to defeat them. Don’t believe it… ” …You can try! ” 

Foyego. ” … ” 

These words… ! … He naturally believed it. The reason why he supported this side was actually to avoid 

Helana’s side. He knew in his heart that if he controlled two super team leaders, his group would 

definitely not be a match for her! 

The situation instantly turned into a stalemate… 



The others immediately looked at their team leader with a conflicted expression. They knew what their 

team leader was hesitating about. The competition in the Ten Kings team was intense, and every strong 

member was precious, especially a team leader, if two people like the black dragon could join the team, 

their team would definitely be the leader of the Six Kings team! It was not impossible to catch up with 

the top four ancient kings team… 

No one would be willing to give away such an opportunity for free! 

“1 know Captain Foyego can’t bear to… “Yao Feng broke the silence. “Should we take another risk?” 

“You mean to take the initiative to look for that child of the Helan Family? “Foyego asked with narrowed 

eyes. 

Demon edge: “From the moment I received the information, I have been paying attention to Helan’s 

side. She hasn’t been able to take down that Feng Doudou yet. There is still a chance. If we can make it 

in time, we can cover that Feng Doudou and let her recover some of her strength. A head-on collision is 

actually not at a disadvantage! ” 

“This… “hearing this, all the members of the fifth King’s team furrowed their brows. Foyego also started 

to hesitate. 

Seeing this, Yao Feng continued, “If we can win, we can at least add three more. I only want one! ” 

All the members of the fifth King’s team: ” … ” 

These words indeed moved the hearts of the fifth King’s team, including Foyego. If that guy with the 

Black Dragon’s aptitude could enter their team, it wouldn’t be impossible for him to catch up to the 

ancient king’s team in time! 

“You just said… “Foyego looked at the other party and asked with a frown, “After you received the 

information, you started to keep an eye on Helan’s side. was the person who gave you the information 

also a medium?” 

Demon edge: “Yes…” 

“No… “demon edge shook his head. “But why does it know about you?” 

Yao Feng. “. 

Yes, that guy… … How did he know about me? 

Seeing Yao Feng’s look, Foyego narrowed his eyes and said, “It seems that Helan is not the only trouble 

there!” 

Chapter 1829: the situation! 

 

“I’m so tired…” 



Among the fleeing crowd, one by one, they were burned into dried corpses by the red lotus flame that 

would appear at any moment because they could not keep up with their footsteps. The screams of 

agony caused the faces of those who were still fleeing to turn numb! 

At the first time… ”            Everyone was furious. At the second time, everyone was heartbroken and 

solemn. At the third time, the fourth time, the fifth time… One after another, their once-familiar 

teammates came to an abrupt end with a wail. However, they did not even dare to turn their heads to 

look at the situation. Slowly, they wailed. … … It was only a wail. In this world… One could really get used 

to anything… . 

Ding! ! 

Another intersecting spark floated in front of them. The people from the various high schools rushed 

forward without hesitation, as if they did not see the afterimage that was clearly left behind by the 

collision of weapons! 

 

This was because everyone knew that it was useless to see it, and it was also useless to dodge it. 

Regardless of whether it was the person who attacked them or the person who covered them, they 

were not on the same level as them. They could not dodge it or not! 

In the team, Arthas and Tura looked at the sky filled with flashes of swords and sabers. As they ran with 

the others, their expressions were complicated… 

Along the way, there were only three people left in the starry sky academy team. Other than him and 

Tura, there was only the druid who was the fastest in the team. 

The rest, especially the functional support team members, were either burned into mummies by the 

sudden flames or… … Cut in half by the blades that broke through the blockade and attacked them from 

time to time! 

The Flames were created by the Phoenix, and the blades that appeared from time to time were done by 

the usually harmless little cabbage in their team… .. 

With the support of the wind elemental great elf, the usually lazy guy became even more agile than the 

most outstanding assassin that Arthas had ever seen. If it wasn’t for that Feng Doudou trying his best to 

cover them, perhaps everyone… … Would have long been minced into minced meat by the sharp blades 

around them! 

And at this time, when the group of people were on the verge of exhaustion, both mentally and 

physically, the members of the fifth King’s team had already approached them… 

“Captain… What’s going on?” 

The one who asked was the first assassin to arrive with Foyego. As the two best players in the fifth King’s 

team, they naturally had to take on the role of Vanguard Scouts… … 

At this moment, the female assassin couldn’t help but ask when she saw the group of students being 

chased from afar through the equipment, “Why are they all trying to escape? Aren’t they being used as 

targets?” 



She could see the situation more clearly from the outside. The person chasing them was a double-edged 

sword… ? … Flower Spirit? 

Oh My God… ? … why was there a close-combat flower spirit? 

Forget it, why did they have to run together when they were being chased? Just how stupid was this? 

If it wasn’t for the protection of the Elf swordsman on the outside, this group of people would have 

been wiped out long ago! 

“A wise choice… “after seeing this scene, Foyego gave a different evaluation! 

female assassin was stunned. How was this wise? Was the captain being sarcastic? 

Foyego pointed to another location a few kilometers away! 

The female assassin looked over through the equipment. Only then did she see clearly that a few 

kilometers behind the group of students, Helana was sitting cross-legged with an incomparably beautiful 

phoenix guarding her! 

In an instant, the female assassin understood what her captain said… 

This group of people had chosen to flee in a group instead of scattering in all directions. It was indeed a 

wise choice. Moreover… … It was also a helpless choice! 

The reason was that the Phoenix was holding the equipment from a few kilometers away. The female 

assassin could see that the Phoenix’s body had extremely terrifying spiritual power and fire element 

control abilities! 

In this place with extremely high energy density, the spiritual domain covered almost tens of square 

kilometers, almost reaching the level of a dragon! 

For such a mage-type powerhouse, no matter if you walked in a straight line or ran in all directions, it 

didn’t make a difference to him, because they were all within the attack range! 

In this way, if you ran in all directions, you would be easily broken by each of them. If you ran together 

and encountered a spell attack, you could even cover each other! 

Then there was the problem of the flower spirit chasing after them! 

With the flower spirit chasing after them, it was indeed easy for them to be wiped out in one go. 

However, with the protection of the Elf swordsman Feng Doudou, they had a better chance of escaping! 

The reason was that the range of control of the nightmare realm was limited! 

With the flower spirit’s powerful wind elemental control ability, its mobility was extremely strong. It 

could pose a threat to that group of people at almost any time. If they fled in all directions, with this 

guy’s mobility, they might not even be wiped out.., there was at least an 80% chance that they would 

die, because it was impossible for Feng Dou to protect those who fled in all directions! 

If they gathered together, they would be able to enjoy Feng Dou’s protection to the greatest extent! 



As the controller, Helan Nana’s shortcomings were exposed at this moment. Firstly, her mobility wasn’t 

very high. As a spirit medium, a pure spirit type powerhouse, her body’s ability was average.., after all, 

not everyone could be as strong as the flower spirit and possess such terrifying body’s ability. Moreover, 

she had to control the nightmare. When a spirit medium controlled a powerful evil god, the 

consumption was actually not small, moreover, it required a large amount of concentration. Under such 

circumstances, it was impossible for her body to be in a state of high-speed movement! 

She did not even dare to let Phoenix chase after her because once the flying speed was too fast, under 

the situation where she was controlling the nightmare, any obstacle could smash her into minced 

meat… 

She couldn’t chase after them, and she didn’t dare to send out everyone’s trump card! 

The spirit medium itself was fragile, so naturally, he lanna didn’t dare to send out two powerful captain-

level creatures. if she dared to do so, not to mention that an outsider might appear at any time and kill 

her.., feng Doudou, who was extremely skilled, wouldn’t hesitate to turn the spearhead and attack her! 

Therefore, she had no choice but to let Bai Cai chase after her alone, and let her grandfather use arcane 

magic to support her from afar! 

Under such circumstances, the group of high school students had a chance of survival! 

That was because they only needed to run as far as the distance Helana could control the nightmare 

realm, and they would be able to survive the crisis! 

“The method isn’t wrong… “the female assassin frowned. “It’s just that they might not be able to hold 

on! ” 

She could clearly see that the reason that the group of students could run so far was mainly because of 

Feng Doudou’s cover. If it wasn’t for Feng Doudou, they would have been wiped out long ago! 

However, the key point was that Feng Doudou’s physical strength seemed to have bottomed out! 

As a high-level assassin, the female undead still had basic observational abilities. Feng Doudou’s body 

was almost at its limit! 

According to her calculations, she could only run another two kilometers or so. It would be very difficult 

for her to break through Helana’s range! 

The female assassin looked behind her. The reinforcements from the rear were about to arrive. Time 

was of the essence, so she had to make a quick decision! 

Foyego looked at the situation and frowned slightly… . 

In this situation, if he had to make a move, he had two choices! 

Either he supported Feng Doudou, saved everyone, found a place to recover his strength, and then 

attacked Helana! Or he attacked Helana’s main body! 

Chapter 1830: Choices! 

 



Time was of the essence, and he had to make a decision as soon as possible. Foyego was naturally aware 

of this, but as a person who had always acted decisively, he began to hesitate for a moment. The pros 

and cons of the two choices quickly flashed through his mind! 

In terms of pros and cons, supporting Feng Doudou was the safest choice! 

Feng Doudou’s skills were excellent, his amazing sword skills and his grasp of timing were excellent. 

Foyego couldn’t help but sigh at his own inferiority. Although his opponent’s physical strength was 

bottomless, if he could save him at the first opportunity.., after leaving Helan Nana’s attack range, he 

could recuperate for a while and return with a high chance of winning! 

The disadvantage was also very obvious. The benefits might be very small. First of all, Helan Nana 

wouldn’t stay in the same place and wait for them to recuperate before looking for her. There was a 

high chance that she would hide. If they couldn’t find her, it was highly likely that this trip would be in 

vain… 

Even if they found her, Feng Doudou might not hand over the two controlled creatures to them. There 

was a high chance that a fierce battle would break out. Moreover, with their abilities, it was unlikely that 

they could force Feng Doudou to stay, the best case scenario was to keep the two creatures that were 

controlled by HE Lanna. 

 

The worst case scenario was that Feng Doudou would snatch at least one of them! 

The high probability of obtaining a leader-level creature would only allow them to obtain one, and they 

would also need to use it to exchange for Yao Feng’s conditions to get them out! 

In terms of benefits, it wasn’t very cost-effective… 

However, if they chose to directly attack Helan, although the benefits would be great, the risks wouldn’t 

be small either! 

In terms of benefits, as long as they succeeded, the high probability was that they would be able to 

obtain all three leader-level creatures. After killing Helan, the two creatures under her control would 

seize up, and Feng Doudou’s stamina would be depleted, so he had to be slightly more careful, the 

possibility of capturing the other party alive was also very high. Even if one of the three team leader 

level creatures was given to Yao Feng, the remaining two would be taken. Adding the two that they had 

obtained previously, the fifth King team would definitely have a chance to break through to the position 

of the first four ancient king teams! 

However, this choice was extremely risky. They had to take down Helan before the little flower spirit 

returned to aid them. Otherwise, if they were to face two creatures of that level at once, the probability 

of them turning over was extremely high! 

How should they choose? 

Foyego looked at the situation and rubbed his fingers. He, who had always been steady, even started to 

breathe heavily. 

Should they protect him or be greedy? 



He was in a dilemma until his other teammates rushed over with demon blades, but they still couldn’t 

make a decision… 

who had just arrived, asked directly. 

Through the spiritual link, she was familiar with the current situation. She also knew that the captain 

was in a dilemma. If it were her, she would also be in a dilemma, but she had to make a decision as soon 

as possible! 

Feng Doudou’s side was clearly about to collapse. If they didn’t make a move now, they wouldn’t have a 

choice! 

“Lingji…”foyego rubbed his fingers and asked with a serious expression, “That Phoenix’s spiritual power 

is abnormally strong. Can you observe it and see if you can break its spiritual defense?” 

Lingji didn’t dare to delay after hearing his words. She used the tool to observe it carefully. 

In just a few breaths, Lingji’s expression became more and more serious! 

“I can’t believe it… Is this really the spiritual power of a level-10 said seriously, “In an ancient place like 

the hemlock forest, the range of spiritual power control can cover dozens of kilometers. This is at least 

the level of a dragon-level creature!” 

She was a genius whose spiritual power had mutated. Even if she was not the strongest among the same 

level, she should be at least at the top level, right. However, when she compared herself to the other 

party, she suddenly felt that she was so ordinary… 

Where did this monster come from? 

“Is there a  frowned and asked. 

“Yes! “Lingji took a deep breath and said, “After all, it’s just a level-10 creature. The long-range 

elemental attacks that exceed the level of control will consume most of its energy. As long as the timing 

is right, there’s a chance to break its spiritual defense! 

After a pause, lingji continued, “But it’s very dangerous. The opponent’s spiritual power is very 

terrifying. After breaking the defense, you only have five seconds at most. After five seconds, the 

Phoenix will be able to re-establish its spiritual defense. In other words, you only have one chance to 

attack, and in order not to alert the enemy, it’s best to use space travel to sneak over. In the meantime, 

you will have to waste at least two seconds of time, which means… .         “I’ll give you the chance to take 

down Helana… . 

“Actually, it’s only three seconds!” 

“Three seconds is Enough! “A green light flashed in Foyego’s eyes. He patted Lingji’s shoulder and took a 

deep breath. “Everyone, get ready to activate the broken device! 

Hearing this, everyone’s hearts shook, and they immediately became excited! 

Since the captain said so, he was naturally prepared to go all out! 



Although the last option seemed to be better, to be able to enter the king’s team, they had fought and 

fought among countless competitors. They were never so-called conservatives! 

“Lingji will be responsible for breaking through the spiritual defense. Black Spirit, Siya, you guys will 

assist Lingji. If she can break through the Phoenix’s spiritual defense alone, you guys will follow her 

immediately and use your spiritual power to suppress helana. White spirit will be responsible for 

opening the space passage as soon as possible and teleport me, Denise, Eisen, and Yao Feng to the 

vicinity of Helan! 

“Yes, Sir! Y’A few of the team members answered immediately. 

“If Lingji can ‘t break through the Phoenix’s defense, White Spirit will teleport all of us to Feng Doudou 

as backup! 

White spirit was stunned for a moment, then nodded subconsciously. It seemed like the team leader 

was still confident that he hadn’t become a gambler yet. 

Even if spirit did not break through the defense in the first place, the other arcanists would still have a 

chance if they followed up. However, the following suppression would be weaker. In just three seconds, 

the captain and the three agility-type assassins… The error tolerance rate was still relatively low… 

Such a choice was quite comprehensive. All the teammates looked at each other, but none of them 

objected. They nodded slightly. 

“It’s not good for a priest like me to go in with you, is it?”Yao Feng curled his lips. 

“You’d better follow us closely… “Foyego looked at him coldly. “If we find any signs of you running away, 

we’ll give up the mission and kill you directly! 

“AH… this… “Yao feng smiled and said, “There’s no need for that. Pm at the end of the road now, and I 

can only rely on you guys. How can I Run Away?” 

“I hope so… “Foyego glanced at him, and then looked at lingji: “Ready, find the time to act immediately, 

do not hesitate! 

Lingji: “Good!” 

And at this time, Feng Dou Dou has been almost forced into a desperate situation… . . 

At this time, her body was full of tiny wounds. Every time a new wound appeared, she had to cut off the 

injured piece of flesh at the first instance, resulting in a huge amount of blood loss. Although she could 

use her muscles to seal the bloody wound at the first instance, however, the amount of blood was still 

increasing as the number of wounds increased! 

Her physical strength was already at the bottom, but under the situation of a large amount of blood, her 

physical strength was losing even faster! 

“Damn it… “Feng Doudou narrowed his eyes and looked at little cabbage, who was getting more and 

more courageous as she fought. He couldn ‘t help but smile bitterly in his heart. “Why didn’t I realize 

before that this guy… is so good at fighting?” 



Feng Doudou looked at the students who had completely trusted her and were running forward with 

their heads lowered. He sighed in his heart. “I can only give up on them….” 

 


